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Abstract. We explore the suitability of Dolev-Yao-based attacker models for the
security analysis of wireless communication. The Dolev-Yao model is commonly
used for wireline and wireless networks. It is defined on abstract messages exchanged between entities and includes arbitrary, real-time modification of messages by the attacker. In this work, we aim at understanding and evaluating the
conditions under which these real-time, covert low-energy signal modifications
can be successful. In particular, we focus on the following signal and message
manipulation techniques: symbol flipping and signal annihilation. We analyze
these techniques theoretically, by simulations, and experiments and show their
feasibility for particular wireless channels and scenarios.
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Introduction

In wireless radio communications, message transmissions from a sender to one or several receivers take place over the wireless channel. Given that this channel is an open
and shared medium, the communication is inherently exposed to threats related to
eavesdropping and intentional interference. The security analysis of wireless systems
usually evaluates these intrinsic threats with respect to specific application and system
properties (e.g., mobility, device complexity). As a result, a range of attacker models
and corresponding assumptions arise in practical evaluations.
Certain attacker models only consider passive (eavesdropping) attacks [10,36]. Others are restricted to denial-of-service (DoS) jamming attacks in which the receiver is
precluded from retrieving and decoding the signal transmitted by the sender, e. g., in
military [19, 20] and increasingly in civilian [14, 35, 38] contexts. In stronger attacker
models, the attacker does not only have the ability to jam (i. e., block) the original transmission, but she can also insert her own self-composed or replayed signals (insertion/
pollution attack) [1, 26, 28, 32]. The attacker usually achieves this by either transmitting
a signal with significantly more power, which “overshadows” the original transmission
(this was, e. g., reported for GPS signals in [32] and for wireless access points in [26])
or by blocking the legitimate signal by jamming and then inserting her own signal at another time or on another frequency channel (e. g., demonstrated for WLAN in [28]). In
both cases, in a successful attack, the receivers get deceived into receiving the inserted
signal of the attacker instead of the original signal.

The strongest attacker models (e. g., in [11, 16, 24, 25]) adhere to a Dolev-Yao [5]
model, in which the attacker has the capability to eavesdrop, modify, compose, and
(re)play any messages transmitted and received by authorized devices. In this model, in
addition to eavesdropping and insertion, the attacker can fully [24] or partially [11, 16,
25] modify and annihilate signals at the receiver’s antenna.
Since attacker models are the foundation of the security analysis of any system,
they should be based on a realistic assessment of the system vulnerabilities and attacker capabilities. Weaker attacker models usually underestimate the threats because
they do not consider the full set of techniques that may be available to a determined
attacker. For example, any jamming detection based on the energy observed on the
channel could be circumvented if the attacker is using low-energy signals that corrupt
only the message preamble; many standard receivers would not be able to decode the
message, although the data part of the message would remain unchanged. On the other
hand, the strongest attacker models are often not motivated by practical considerations.
For example, Dolev-Yao based models will allow the attacker to transfer information to
remote locations instantaneously while this is not realistic [22]. Although designing a
system with an overestimation of the attacker capabilities does not harm the security of
the system, it may complicate the proposed solutions and create unnecessary overhead
on the communication or make the hardware setup more costly.
To investigate the suitability of different attacker models for wireless communication, in this work we explore the basic techniques for wireless signal (message) manipulations and investigate their assumptions and practical realization. We first categorize physical-layer techniques available to strong attackers and show how they affect
the received message at the logical layer. We then focus on techniques that allow the
attacker to achieve covert, low-energy manipulations during the signal transmission.
More specifically, we investigate symbol flipping attacks, by which the attacker can
change symbols of the transmitted message and thus attack the message integrity, and
signal annihilation attacks, by which the attacker suppresses the sender’s signal at the
receiver.
In short, our main contributions are as follows:
• We categorize adversarial interference in wireless transmissions and compare it to
the capabilities of a Dolev-Yao attacker.
• We present a theoretical model to describe symbol flipping attacks.
• We explore the effectiveness of symbol flipping and signal strength manipulation
(annihilation) attacks in simulations and validate our findings experimentally using
USRP [6] devices.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we describe related work and state the problem that we tackle. In Section 3, we define and classify
adversarial interference in wireless communications and analyze its mapping to the
Dolev-Yao attacker model. We analyze symbol flipping attacks and the conditions for
their success theoretically in Section 4. In Section 5, we evaluate the feasibility of symbol flipping and signal strength manipulation attacks by simulations and experiments.
We discuss implications of our findings in Section 6 and conclude the paper in Section 7.

2
2.1

Related Work and Problem Statement
Related Work on Signal Manipulations

Wireless communication jammers have been widely analyzed and categorized in terms
of their capabilities (e.g., broadband, narrowband, tone) and behavior (e.g., constant,
sweep, random, reactive) [13, 19, 38]. Jammer models used in prior works [13, 31, 38]
cover the interference with transmissions by signal jamming and dummy packet or
preamble insertions. The authors of [25, 30] explicitly consider signal modification,
overshadowing, and symbol flipping in their respective attacker models and propose
solutions that achieve jamming- (and overshadowing-)resistant communication. However, neither of the mentioned works investigates the feasibility of such attacks.
When signals collide, the stronger one may survive regardless of the kind of signal.
Whitehouse et al. [33] propose a technique for sensor networks to detect and recover
packets from (unintended) collisions taking advantage of the capture effect, whereby
the packet with the stronger signal strength can be received in spite of a collision. [23]
quantifies the SINR conditions under which the capture effect can be observed. Another
example is GPS tampering by overriding [3]; the success of the attack is based on the
fact that GPS receivers tune in to the strongest (four) GPS signals available. The authors
of [9] point out that GPS signals can also be subject to spoofing and flipping attacks
that succeed with a certain probability. While they do not derive these probabilities, our
findings in the experimental evaluation are conform to their numbers.
The authors of [1, 21] show that for low-power wireless devices (sensor motes) predictable and deterministic symbol corruptions (flippings) are hard to achieve by moteclass attackers. In these papers, the authors describe the effect of intentional interference
with a signal transmission in terms of the predictability of bit and packet corruptions.
Our work is related to this, however, we do not restrict our investigations to customary
sensor mote attackers but explore the underlying principles and conditions under which
message manipulations and signal annihilation can be successful.
2.2

Problem Statement

In this paper, we address the following problem: How can an attacker actively interfere
with ongoing wireless transmissions and which success rates can be achieved? This
question aims at exploring the feasibility of real-time manipulations of signals (messages) in which the attacker tampers with the signals while they are being transmitted.
In particular, we will practically investigate two types of attacks that may allow the
attacker to (i) modify signals and the data content of messages during their transmission
or (ii) disrupt the communication in a covert, hard-to-detect manner. We briefly outline
these two types of attacks:
Symbol flipping targets the data payload or the packet preamble, trying to modify
the packets at the receivers. Flipped symbols in the preamble prevent both the decoding
of the data payload and the detection of the jamming attack on standard devices because
they do not allow the receiver to detect the beginning of the message header or result in a
misinterpretation of the constellation diagram. Successful preamble corruption does not
require that specific symbols are flipped. Although integrity measures (e. g., checksums

and CRCs) may identify symbol flippings, they will not succeed if the attacker can
deterministically change bits of the CRC to conceal her modifications. We note that a
number of wireless protocols do not employ integrity protection measures or do not
enforce them cryptographically (such as WEP 802.11, civilian GPS, or the RFID-M1
communication protocol).
Signal annihilation can be achieved when the attacker’s signal creates destructive interference with the sender’s signal at the receiver (similar to multipath interference [29]). In this case, the sender’s signal gets attenuated and may be annihilated at
the receiver; hence the receiver cannot detect an ongoing transmission. This attack can
be performed without prior knowledge of the message content and is difficult to prevent
without resorting to hardware modifications of the transceivers. Signal attenuation and
amplification attacks are also crucial to the security of RSSI-based localization [8].
The investigation of the research question above examines realistic attacker capabilities that are assumed in a number of works on wireless communication without exploration, e. g. in [11,16,24,25]. We therefore see our work as an important building block
for constructing realistic threat models and appropriate countermeasures. This is specially relevant in view of the recent development of tools that practically interfere with
ongoing transmissions and show the feasibility of real-time reactive radio interference,
such as [34].

3

Classifying Wireless Attacks

Attacker models used in the security analysis of wireless protocols are often defined on
an abstract layer. They usually consider effects—such as deletion and modification—
that an attacker can have on the reception of messages at the receiver. We will explain
such an attacker model in more details in Section 3.1.
In the context of wireless systems, message-based attacker models have been adopted in a number of works, e. g., in [11, 15, 16, 22, 24, 25]. In these works, the attacker
is usually assumed to be able to eavesdrop, insert, modify, replay, delay, or delete any
signal being transmitted on the wireless channel. Since messages are defined on the
abstract, logical level of bits and signals comprise also the physical characteristics of
the transmission, it is not clear that abstract network protocol attacker models can be
applied directly to wireless communications.
In the following, we summarize message-layer effects commonly used in abstract
attacker models and identify signal-layer effects which cause them (Section 3.1). To
model these effects, we define adversarial interference as attacks in which the attacker
transmits her own signals to the channel and we investigate how this can be captured
in existing physical-layer reception models (Section 3.2). We then formally classify
attacks based on adversarial interference (Section 3.3).
3.1

Signal Manipulations and Effects on Messages

In attacker models such as the Dolev-Yao (DY) model [5], the attacker’s capabilities
include eavesdropping and the arbitrary modification and deletion of messages transmitted by legitimate entities as well as the composition and insertion of the attacker’s

Fig. 1. Examples of signal-layer manipulations and their effects on the message layer. Signals
can, e. g., be annihilated or jammed, their signal strength can be modified, and their amplitude,
phase or frequency can be changed to influence their demodulation. Message-layer effects can in
general be caused by multiple signal-layer effects. Signal-layer effects in bold will be investigated
in Section 4.

own messages at the receivers. In the following, we list the effects that a DY-like attacker is assumed to be capable of achieving at the victim’s receiver and give examples
of how a wireless attacker can cause these effects on the signal layer (see Figure 1).
Message Eavesdropping: The attacker can observe all messages sent to one or
more receivers. In a wireless network, on the signal layer, an attacker can observe the
channel and record all signals with own antennas. The interpretation of the received
signals as messages may require secrets such as the used spreading codes, which might
not be available to the attacker. In some scenarios, the attacker can be restricted in the
number of channels that she can simultaneously monitor [4, 25, 37].
Message Insertion and Replay: The attacker acts like a legitimate member of the
network, and as such she can insert messages or replay previously received messages.
In wireless networks, this is a reasonable assumption on both the message and signal
layer because the attacker can construct own messages and transmit the corresponding
signals and she can also replay previously received signals and messages. Restrictions
on this can exist, e. g., in spread spectrum communication using secret sequences shared
between the sender and receivers [19].
Message Deletion: The attacker is in control of the network and can prevent the
reception of messages. To achieve this effect on a wireless channel, several methods
can be used on the signal layer. These methods include jamming of complete messages
using higher energy noise signals as well as jamming only the message preamble to hide
it from the receiver. A more covert attack is to annihilate the signal by sending inverse
signals to the receiver. While these methods all have the same effect on the message
layer, i. e., the deletion of the message, in each method the receiver will capture different
signals on the (physical) signal layer.
Message Modification: The attacker can modify the messages obtained by the receivers. To modify wireless messages, the attacker can either change the signals during
their transmission by adding own signals—thus influencing the demodulation of single

symbols (symbol flipping)—or prevent the receiver from obtaining the original message
(message deletion) and then insert a modified version of the message.
Signal-layer manipulations such as attenuation and amplification are not directly
reflected in abstract attacker models. If the signal amplitude of the message is increased
or decreased (within a certain threshold), the data content on the message layer will
remain unchanged with most modulation schemes. However, the amplitude change can
be relevant for a number of wireless protocols, e. g., RSSI-based localization [8] for
which signal strength amplification and attenuation constitute an attack.
3.2

Model of Adversarial Interference

In this section, we present a model to describe the possible effects that signal-layer
manipulations can have on the message layer.
We start with a brief system description and introduction of the notation used. We
consider a sender A and a particular receiver B that are able to communicate over
a wireless radio link. Wireless transmissions are characterized by the messages (data)
being transmitted and the physical signals used to transmit the data. The physical signals
are determined by the used modulation scheme, power levels, etc. Let s(t) be the signal
transmitted by A; s(t) is the result of the encoding process at A that packages, errorencodes, and modulates a data sequence SA . Let ŝ(t) be the signal that B receives under
unintentional interference (including noise and signal attenuation). In order to receive
the message, B applies a function d(·) to demodulate ŝ(t); it outputs the demodulated
symbol sequence S. If B does not detect the message on the channel1 , the demodulation
results in the empty symbol sequence ∅.
Let j(t) be the signal transmitted by an attacker J and ĵ(t) be the corresponding
signal received at B. The demodulation of ĵ(t) at B results in d(ĵ(t)) = SJ . We now
define adversarial interference as follows:
Definition 1. Let ô(t) be the superposition of two signals ŝ(t) and ĵ(t) at B. Let SA =
d(ŝ(t)), SA 6= ∅. Let SB = d(ô(t)) at B. The transmission of j(t) is an interference
attack if SB 6= SA or if Pô (t) 6= Pŝ (t), where Pô (t) and Pŝ (t) are power metrics for
ô(t) and ŝ(t).
This definition implies that, in a successful interference attack, the attacker changes
the message symbols and/or the signal power of the original signal ŝ(t). We note that
ŝ(t) and ĵ(t) must overlap in time and frequency band at B for the attack to succeed.
The defined signal-layer manipulations can be integrated in existing physical reception models for wireless communications, see Appendix A. This integration supports
and facilitates the identification of different types of attacks.
3.3

Classification

Given the considerations above, we can identify the following types of attacks based on
adversarial interference. We also map them to message-layer effects, see Figure 1. We
use the notation as introduced in Definition 1.
1

The detection of a signal may, e.g., not be triggered if the signals power lies below a threshold
or if its preamble does not match the used protocol.

• Symbol flipping: One or more symbols of SA are flipped. ô(t) gets demodulated
into a valid sequence SB , SB 6= SA and SB 6= SJ . Pô (t) ≈ Pŝ (t) for the message
duration.
• Amplification: ĵ(t) amplifies ŝ(t) at B. SB = SA . Pô (t) > Pŝ (t) for the entire
signal ô(t).
• Attenuation: ĵ(t) attenuates ŝ(t) at B. SB = SA . Pô(t) < Pŝ(t) for the entire
signal ô(t).
• Annihilation: ô(t) falls below the noise level. ŝ(t) is removed at B by a (sufficiently close) inverse jamming signal ĵ(t) ≈ ŝ−1 (t). SB = ∅. Pô (t)  Pŝ (t) for
the entire signal ô(t).
• Overshadowing: ŝ(t) appears as noise in the much stronger signal ĵ(t). SB = SJ .
Pô (t)  Pŝ (t) for the entire signal ô(t).
• Noise jamming: ĵ(t) is noise to prevent B from detecting the message, thus blocking its reception. SB = ∅. Pô (t)  Pŝ (t) for the entire signal ô(t).
Amplification, attenuation, and annihilation can be denoted as signal strength modification attacks. From the attacker’s point of view, a similar action is performed in all
attack cases listed above, namely the transmission of a signal j(t). What differs are the
type and strength of j(t) and its dependency on s(t): While j(t) is independent of s(t)
in overshadowing and noise jamming attacks, the attacker uses s(t) to construct j(t)
in signal strength modification attacks and both s(t) and o(t) in symbol modification
attacks, where o(t) is the signal that the attacker wants B to receive.
We note that, according to Definition 1, attacks in which the attacker jams the original signal and inserts an adversarial signal with a shift in time or frequency band (e.g.,
exploiting the channel structure of WLAN 802.11 signals by transmitting on separate
frequencies [28]) are a combination of adversarial interference and a parallel insertion/pollution attack [12, 25].

4

Theoretical Analysis of Symbol Flipping

In this section, we focus on symbol modification attacks and present our model of symbol flipping. We restrict our considerations to single carrier modulations and reason
about flipping on the level of symbols. We distinguish symbol flipping attacks according to the attacker’s goal. SA , SB , and j(t) are as in Definition 1.
Definition 2. A deterministic symbol flipping attack has the goal to make B demodulate SB = ST , where the symbol sequence ST 6= SA has been defined by the attacker
before the transmission of j(t). A random symbol flipping attack targets at modifying
any symbol(s) of SA such that SB 6= SA .
In the following, we denote the symbols of the sequence SA also as target symbols.
Deterministic symbol flipping requires a-priori knowledge about the target symbols,
i.e., about the parts of a message that are to be flipped. We next investigate how to
achieve successful symbol flipping.
The way multiple signals get superimposed depends on their modulations (including
signal power, phase shifts, etc.). We consider linear digital modulation schemes such
as 2-PAM, 4-QAM (QPSK), and 16-QAM, which divide the constellation space into
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Fig. 2. (a) Effect of imperfect baseband alignment of the flipping symbol w.r.t. the target QPSK
symbol. Given a delay βTs , the fraction β of the energy will be added to the next symbol. (b)
Effect of the relative carrier phase offset α between the target and the flipping signals. The phase
offset rotates the energy contribution of the flipping signal. As all flipping symbols have the same
carrier phase offset, all energy contributions get rotated. (c) Depending on the signal energy and
rotation, different constellation regions can be reached by symbol flipping.

decision regions with varying sizes and shapes. For QPSK (see Figure 2a), the decision
regions are separated by the axes of the IQ-plane. Given a modulation scheme and
the received signal vector ŝ, the decision element in the receiver’s decoder outputs the
constellation point with the minimum Euclidean distance (ML detection) [20]. Moving
a signal vector ŝ in the constellation implies a change in signal power (distance from
the origin of the constellation diagram) and/or a changed angular phase of the signal.
For QPSK, we define two ways of flipping a symbol (this will later matter for our
simulations):
Definition 3. For QPSK, a short transition denotes the shift of a symbol vector into an
adjacent constellation region (ideally parallel to the I- or Q-axis). A long transition
denotes a diagonal shift into the opposite constellation region.
In Gray-encoded constellations, a short transition changes one bit of a symbol and
a long transition both bits of the symbol. Such transitions can be caused by adding a
QPSK symbol with modified carrier phase alignment and enough power. If this symbol
temporally overlaps with one or more target symbols, we call it flipping symbol.
In practice, three factors influence the result of a symbol flipping attack: (i) the
baseband alignment of the sender’s and attacker’s symbols, (ii) the relative carrier phase
offset of the attacker’s signal, and (iii) the energy of the attacker’s symbol.
(i) The baseband alignment of the flipping symbols determines the amount of energy that will not be contributed to the target but to the neighboring symbols in the
message. Here, we assume a sequence of flipping symbols that are all delayed by the
same time βTs , where Ts is the symbol duration. Then, a fraction β of the energy will
influence the decoding of the following symbol. Figure 2a visualizes the effect of the
baseband symbol alignment and shows the effect on the next target symbol: the misaligned flipping symbol, represented by the vector (2,0), will affect the current symbol
(−1,1) with 1 − β and the following symbol with β. A similar effect may occur to the
current symbol due the prior flipping symbol. We will analyze the required baseband
alignment by simulations and experiments in Section 5.

Probability of n flips per symbol

(ii) In addition to the effect of the baseband alignment, the relative carrier phase
offset α of the flipping signal with respect to the target signal will rotate the energy
contribution of the signal. As all flipping symbols have the same carrier phase offset, all en# flips n >= 1
1
ergy contributions get rotated in the same way,
# flips n = 1
# flips n = 2
see Figure 2b.
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5

Simulation and Experimental Evaluation

In this section, we explore the conditions for successful symbol flipping and signal annihilation (as defined in Section 3.3) under an attacker as presented in Section 5.1. We
verify our theoretical symbol flipping model of Section 4 by simulations in Matlab [27]
in Section 5.2. The main results are then validated using signals captured from recorded
wireless communications in Section 5.3. We also explore signal annihilation and attenuation by experiments with wireless devices in Section 5.4.
5.1

Simulation Setup and Attacker Model

Simulation setup. For our simulation and experimental evaluation of symbol flipping
and annihilation, we focus on QPSK modulation due to its widespread use (e.g., in
802.11 and Bluetooth 3.0). We implemented an 802.11 digital QPSK modem with an
AWGN channel. The matched filter g(t) was implemented by a root raised cosine filter.
The carrier frequency was fixed to fc = 2.4 GHz with φ1 (t) = cos(2πfc t) and φ2 (t) =
− sin(2πfc t) for the I and Q channels, respectively. Figure 7 in Appendix B displays
the simulation setup.
Our simulations are based on 1000 random QPSK symbols that we use to create the
flipping symbols. For long transitions, we invert each symbol and double its amplitude;
for short transitions we combine the inverted symbol with its complex-conjugate. We
use the following notations: The original (target) symbol is denoted by T , the short
transition flipping symbol by S, and the long transition flipping symbol by L. R is a
flipping symbol with random carrier phase offset and same power as L.

Attacker model. In our simulations, we focus on two attacker types: (a) a strong
attacker with perfect carrier phase alignment, able to predict which symbols are going
to be sent, and therefore using perfect flipping signals; (b) a weak attacker without
carrier phase alignment and therefore random flipping signals. The goal of the strong
attacker is to perform a deterministic symbol flipping attack, while the weak attacker
tries to perform a random symbol flipping attack (see Definition 2). In order to achieve
their goals, the attackers follow these strategies:
• The strong attacker uses a short transition flipping signal S to flip a specific bit of
a target symbol. To flip both bits of the symbol, she uses a (more powerful) long
transition flipping signal L. In both cases, the flipping signals have perfect carrier
phase alignment with the target signal.
• The weak attacker uses flipping symbols R with the same power as L but with
random carrier phase (rotating the signal vector in the IQ-plane) with respect to
the target signal.
We note that a short transition by a strong attacker is successful only if the intended bit
was flipped, while for a weak attacker the flipping of any of the two bits (or both bits)
of the symbol are considered a success.
5.2

Simulated Modification of Modulated Signals

Following our model from Section 4, we will now predict the effects of varying power,
carrier phase offset, and baseband offset of the flipping signal. Finally, we will predict
their impact on annihilation attacks.
Power of the Flipping Signal. According
√ to our model, the power of the flipping
signal needs to be greater than a fraction 1/ 2 of the target signal. Flipping in this case
is only successful if the flipping signal has the optimal phase (e.g., shifts the symbol
(1,1) into the direction of (1,-1)). For random phases, the power of the flipping signal
must be higher.
Figure 4a displays the influence of the relative power of the flipping signal on the
probability to flip QPSK symbols (for random carrier phases of the flipping signal and
perfect baseband symbol alignment). The plot shows the probability of a random symbol flip for a weak attacker and a deterministic flip for a strong attacker, for an SNR
level of 20 dB. The weak attacker has no carrier phase synchronization and thus no
control over the angle of the flipping signal. The strong attacker uses a flipping signal
with perfect phase synchronization.
The simulation confirms that, for a low noise level (high SNR), the power PS of
a short transition symbol must satisfy PS ≥ P√T2 , where PT is the power of the target
symbol, in order to change a single bit of the symbol. The weak attacker’s probability
to flip a single bit converges towards 50 % for PR ≥ PT and her chance to flip both
bits of a symbol towards 25 % for PR → ∞ (not shown in Figure 4a).
Carrier Phase Offset for Symbol Flipping. The carrier phase offset between the
target signals and the flipping signals at the receiver is hard to control for the attacker.
This is the main reason why symbol modification attacks are difficult to conduct even
with perfect advance knowledge of the data to be sent. The effect of a constant√
carrier
phase offset under noise is displayed in Figure 4b for PR = PL = 2PT , PS = 2PT ,
and 20 dB SNR.
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Fig. 4. Influence of the flipping symbol on the probability to change a QPSK symbol using a
random-phase flipping symbol R (weak attacker) or a perfect short/long flipping symbol (S/L)
(strong attacker). (a) Influence of the relative power of the flipping symbol. (b) Influence of the
carrier phase offset of the flipping signal. (c) Influence of the baseband offset (relative to the
symbol duration Ts ) of the flipping symbol. (d) Influence of the SNR for a fixed carrier phase
offset of 0.05π.

Simulations without noise show that a strong attacker must hit the carrier phase
within about 13.5 % of the carrier phase duration to flip both bits of the target symbol (long transition). Short transitions for the strong attacker require less carrier phase
precision, the tolerance is 25 %. The carrier phase offset has no impact for a weak attacker because she uses flipping signals with random phase; the carrier phase offset
does therefore not influence her probability to flip bits.
If the attacker does not synchronize correctly to the sender’s carrier frequency, this
will make it almost impossible for her to predict the optimal carrier phase alignment
for the flipping symbols. However, the attacker must synchronize the carrier frequency
of her flipping signals only once to a target transmission, which will then result in the
same carrier phase offset for all flipping signals with respect to the target transmission.
Baseband Offset for Symbol Flipping. A weak attacker might have problems
aligning the flipping symbols correctly to the target symbols. This has the effect that
the energy of the flipping symbol will not only contribute to the target symbol but also
influence neighboring symbols (see Section 4). We evaluated the impact of this
√ baseband offset by simulations, see Figure 4c. We set PR = PL = 2PT and PS = 2PT as
before for the power of the flipping signals and 20 dB SNR. The simulation results show
that the probability for a weak attacker to flip a bit degrades smoothly. In Figure 4c, her
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Fig. 5. Signal annihilation attack. Figures (a) and (b) depict the signal attenuation obtained by
adding the same signal delayed with different carrier offsets. (a) shows the results using signals
simulated in Matlab (with an SNR of 30 dB), (b) uses recorded signals (measured SNR of around
30 dB). (c) shows the practical signal attenuation obtained using our experimental carrier.

probability does not converge to zero for a baseband misalignment of one symbol duration (Ts ) because the following symbol is flipped (which is a success for the weak
attacker). The strong attacker has a probability of 1 to flip both bits of a symbol if the
baseband offset is smaller than 50 % (with sufficiently high SNR).
Similarly to the carrier frequency offset, an offset in the baseband symbol rate between the attacker and the sender will lead to changing baseband offsets for a sequence
of flipping symbols, which will not influence the weak attacker but make deterministic
attacks for the strong attacker almost impossible.
Influence of the SNR. We next investigate the influence of the Signal-to-NoiseRatio on the attacker’s probability to perform successful symbol flipping. Intuitively,
the higher the SNR at the receiver, the better a strong attacker can predict the effects
of the flipping attack. To demonstrate the effect of the SNR on the
√ attacker’s success
probability, we ran a simulation with PR = PL = 2PT , PS = 2PT , carrier phase
offset 0.05π, and perfect baseband alignment. The results in Figure 4d show that the
SNR does not influence the weak attacker, but lower SNR values require the strong
attacker to have a more accurate carrier phase synchronization to flip the target.
Simulation of Signal Strength Modification. We now investigate signal annihilation attacks (cp. Section 3.3). For this purpose, we use the legitimate signal of the
sender to attenuate the sender’s signal at the receiver by destructive interference, similar to worst-case effects in multipath environments. The attacker’s goal is to attenuate
the overall power of the signal so that it is not detected at the receiver (instead of changing the message content). Since this attack repeats the signals transmitted by the sender,
it is agnostic to the actual data content of the message; the attacker does not need to
know it in advance. The repeated signal will also have the same carrier frequency as the
original signal, eliminating this possible source of randomness for the attacker. To fully
annihilate the original signal, the attacker’s signal needs to have the same power as the
sender’s signal at the receiver.
Figure 5a shows the simulated signal attenuation at the receiver for variable delays between the transmitted (original) and the repeated (adversarial) signal using the
simulation setup in Section 5.1 with an SNR of 30 dB. The highest attenuation of ap-

proximately 28 dB is achieved only when shifting by a delay of π and high attenuation
is reached every 2π of the carrier delay. This high attenuation slightly decreases for
higher offsets in carrier periods due to the resulting larger time offset between the two
signals. We refer to this attack as a π-shift-attack. We note that the original signal can
also be amplified instead of attenuated. This would occur when shifting by a delay of
2π and multiples of it. The original signal could be amplified by up to 6 dB.
Given that the π-shift-attack does not require demodulation or complex logic at
the attacker, it can be implemented using only directional antennas and possibly an
amplifier. In Section 5.4, we present a practical implementation of this attack and show
that high attenuation is also possible in practice.
5.3

Simulated Modification of Recorded Signals

We continue our evaluation with signals transmitted over the air and recorded by an
oscilloscope. This allows us to validate the simulation results of symbol flipping and
signal attenuation (Section 5.2) with a non-ideal transceiver and lossy communication
channel. In our experiment, we combine our digital QPSK modem with the capabilities
of a universal software radio peripheral (USRP [6]). We use fully modulated messages
in a frame that closely resembles the 802.11b frame specification [2] with a preamble for
carrier frequency offset estimation and synchronization [17]. Figure 8 in Appendix C
displays our setup for the experimental investigations in Sections 5.3-5.4.
Symbol Flipping of Recorded Signals. Our main goal of this experiment is to validate our predicted probabilities for an attacker using optimal S/L flipping symbols to
reach her goal with random carrier phase synchronization. In addition, we are interested
in the chance of a weak attacker flipping any (neighboring) bits. We simulated the addition of the recorded flipping symbol with varying baseband offsets of 0, 0.25Ts , and
0.5Ts and averaged carrier phase offsets
√ between 0 and 2π. The power of the flipping
symbols is PR = PL = 2PT , PS = 2PT as in the previous simulations.
Table 1 compares the chances for successful attacks on the target symbol (T) and
(unwanted) flipping of neighboring symbols
(N) between the results of simulation with- Table 1. Probability of modifications of the
out noise (Sim) and the findings based on target (T) and neighboring (N) symbols in
simulated vs. recorded signals for random
our recorded signals (Recorded). We observe
carrier phase offset (%).
that the predicted probabilities for long and
Baseband Offset
short transitions closely follow the probabil0 0.25 × Ts 0.5 × Ts
ities computed from the recorded signals for
Sim
T N T N T
N
baseband offsets of 0 and 0.25Ts . The influR, short 25 0 25 0
0
0
ence on the target and neighboring symbols
R, long 13.5 0 9.3 0
0 49.96
only differ for an offset of 0.5Ts . This is most R, any
63.5
59.3
74.82
likely due to the fact that the probabilities to
Recorded T N T N T
N
symbol flipping at 0.5Ts occupy a transition
R, short 24.3 0 25.0 0 21.5 9.7
region (Figure 4c) and thus can take differR, long 11.1 0 11.1 0 2.8 27.8
ent values in the presence of noise. Never- R, any
58.3
58.3
70.8
theless, our main result is confirmed by the
experimental evaluation: about 13 % flipping

chance for long transitions and about 25 % for a short transition, both with random
carrier phase offset and small baseband offset.
Signal Annihilation of Recorded Signals. We used recorded messages as described in 5.3 to simulate the effect of signal annihilation by adding time-shifted copies
of the signal. The lower plot in Figure 5 shows the obtained attenuation. In comparison
to the simulation with ideal signals (i.e., upper plot in Figure 5), the achieved highest attenuation was lower by few decibels. Correct demodulation at the receiver was still not
possible with our implementation, hence the signal was successfully annihilated. We
also observe that there are several possible carrier offsets at which this high attenuation
can be achieved.
5.4

Experimental Evaluation of Signal Annihilation

The main goal of this evaluation is to estimate how accurately the carrier phase offset
can be controlled and what attenuation could be achieved in real multipath environments. For this purpose, we built the experimental signal annihilation setup shown in
Figure 8 (Appendix C). The setup consists of a transmitter (USRP), a receiver (oscilloscope), and two directional antennas (with a gain of 15 dBi) connected by a cable. One
antenna is directed at the transmitter and the second antenna repeats the received signal towards the receiver. The USRP sends periodic signals, which are simultaneously
repeated by the antennas, received at the oscilloscope, and demodulated in Matlab. To
achieve signal annihilation, the amplitude and carrier phase delay of the attacker’s signal must closely match the legitimate signal at the receiver. We controlled the carrier
phase offset between the transmitted and repeated signals by changing the distance between the antennas. Since we used high gain directional antennas, we could also adapt
the power of the repeated signal by directing the antenna away from the receiver by
some degrees. For a distance of 2 m between the USRP and the receiver and an appropriate positioning of the directional antennas (approximately 1 m away from the line of
sight), we achieved the predicted signal attenuation down to the noise level. Figure 5c
shows the signals received at the oscilloscope with and without the two directional antennas. Our results show an attenuation of approximately 23 dB. By using a longer (1 m)
cable between the directional antennas, we also verified that the resulting higher baseband offset between the transmitted and repeated signals does have a significant impact
on the achieved attenuation. We note that for longer distances, the same setup would
require additional amplification between the directional antennas.
5.5

Summary of Results

We evaluated the influence of carrier and baseband offsets, amplitude mismatches, and
the SNR on symbol flipping, first theoretically in Section 4 and then by simulations
and experiments. Our findings show that, given accurate carrier phase and baseband
synchronization, deterministic symbol flipping is feasible for strong attackers.
If the attacker cannot adapt to the sender’s carrier phase offset, a random offset will
allow her to achieve long transitions causing deterministic symbol flippings in around
13.5 % of the cases; for a short transition, this chance reaches up to 25 % (see Table 1).
The weak attacker aiming at changing one bit of any symbol will achieve this with a

Fig. 6. Examples for wireless networks. (a) Static networks in quasi-static, quasi-free-space environments allow a strong attacker to perform deterministic signal manipulations; we thus confirm
the Dolev-Yao model as an appropriate worst-case attacker model. (b) Environments with multipath effects and networks with mobile nodes suggest that deterministic, covert signal manipulations are hard to achieve—a probabilistic attacker model is more realistic.

chance of 50 % (see Figure 4 and Table 1) per flipping symbol as long as her signal
has enough power, regardless of the carrier phase offset and baseband offset. Since the
carrier phase offset is influenced by the channel and the geometric setup of the sender,
attacker, and receiver, it might be hard to exactly match the target offset in practice. We
discuss the impact of this on deterministic message manipulations in Section 6.
We also predicted an attenuation of the original signal to the noise level by adding
the same signal shifted by a certain carrier phase offset for realistic SNR levels (e.g.,
20 dB). We reproduced the attenuation with recorded signal traces in Matlab and showed
its practical feasibility in a lab environment using two directional antennas.
We discussed the use of rotated and scaled QPSK symbols as flipping signals. The
use of alternative, e.g., shorter symbols of higher bandwidth, is left for future work.

6

Implications

In the previous sections, we have investigated the practicability of low-energy symbol
flipping and signal annihilation attacks through simulations and experiments. We will
now discuss the implications of our results in selected scenarios.
In a first scenario, we consider a wireless network with static wireless nodes and
quasi-static, quasi-free-space channel properties. An example of such a network could
be wireless sensor nodes deployed in rural areas, see Figure 6a. If an attacker with strong
signal manipulation capabilities is allowed to access any location, she can measure distances and estimate the channel with high precision to any target node. The attacker
would thus be able to achieve carrier phase synchronization and control the signal amplitude levels at the target receiver in order to flip symbols and/or annihilate transmitted
signals with very high probability (for our system with non-coherent receivers). This
corresponds to the model of our strong attacker (Section 5.1).
In a number of scenarios that are typical for wireless network deployments at least
one of the assumptions in the above case is violated. Examples include static wireless
networks in dynamic environments (e.g., urban areas) or mobile wireless networks, see
Figure 6b. In both examples, wireless nodes communicate over time-varying fading
channels [29]. This channel makes carrier phase synchronization and amplitude control
at the target receiver very difficult (if not infeasible) for the attacker as it requires her to
know the state information of the sender-receiver channels. Given that feedback signaling is typically needed for channel state information (CSI) estimation [18], it is hard to

launch deterministic attacks without receiver cooperation. Failing to do so significantly
reduces the probability of a strong attacker to perform deterministic short and long symbol flipping (Definitions 2 and 3) to 25% and 12.5%, respectively (in our scenario using
QPSK modulation).
Furthermore, our results show that an attacker without a priori knowledge of the
transmitted data has a chance of up to 75 % (see Table 1) to change any symbol (flip
one or two bits) by adding a flipping symbol with twice the signal power. Depending on
the error-correcting mechanisms employed at the receiver, this can allow the attacker to
jam messages (or message preambles) in an energy-efficient way.
In summary, we draw the following conclusions: We conclude that the attacker
models selected for the security analysis of wireless communication need to be chosen
in accordance with the deployed network and scenario. In the worst case, the attacker
can covertly and deterministically delete and manipulate messages if the wireless network deployment cannot guarantee that the channel is dynamic. These attacks would
not be detected by existing energy-based jamming detection countermeasures, as they
do not add significantly more energy on the channel. In this aspect, the attacker’s capabilities become very close to those of the Dolev-Yao model. If a dynamic channel can be
assumed, even the strongest attacker can only probabilistically delete and modify messages without risking detection by energy-based jamming detection techniques. Such a
probabilistic attacker model captures dynamic time-varying channels in the sense that
the carrier phase offset is likely to change between individual messages. We note that
the probability with which the attacker will be successful depends on a number of system parameters, including coherency or non-coherency of the reception process of the
receiver, multipath effects, etc. We leave the investigation of these settings open for
future work.

7

Conclusion

In this paper, we investigated the applicability of abstract attacker models of wireline
protocols in the security analysis of wireless protocols. We first categorized different
types of signal-layer attacks and mapped them to the Dolev-Yao attacker model. Then
we explored the feasibility of basic techniques for manipulating wireless signals and
messages. We focused on symbol flipping and signal annihilation attacks that both allow
covert, low-energy manipulations of signals during their transmission. Our theoretical
analysis, simulations, and experiments identified their conditions for success for QPSKmodulated signals and showed their practical feasibility given quasi-static, quasi-freespace channels. Our findings confirm the need of strong attacker models (similar to
Dolev-Yao’s model) in specific static scenarios, but they also suggest to construct alternative, probabilistic attacker models for a number of common wireless communication
scenarios.
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A

Integration into the SINR Model

In the physical SINR model [7], the transmission from a node A is successfully received
by node B under simultaneous transmissions from a set {Ii } of transmitters if
PAB
P
≥ βB ,
N + i PiB

(1)

where PAB = Pŝ(t) and PiB are the sender’s and the transmitters’ signal powers at
B, respectively, N is the ambient noise level, and βB is the minimum SINR (Signal
to Interference plus Noise Ratio) required for successful message reception at B. The
SINR model represents the reception of the original transmission s(t) under concurrent
signals of sufficient or insufficient power.
In order to capture adversarial interference in the SINR model, we split the overall interference into legitimate (neighboring) transmissions and interference from an
attacker J. Let PJB = Pĵ(t) denote J’s signal power at B (originating from one or
multiple collaborating attackers). In order to reflect different types of adversarial inc
terference, we distinguish constructive and destructive interference. We denote by PJB
d
the fraction
the fraction of PJB that creates constructive interference with ŝ(t), by PJB
n
the fraction of PJB
of PJB that creates destructive interference with ŝ(t), and by PJB
c
d
n
that appears as noise at B; PJB
+ PJB
+ PJB
= PJB . B receives a signal of sufficient
c
d
power to enable demodulation for PAB + PJB
− PJB
> 0 if
d
c
− PJB
PAB + PJB
P
n ≥ βB .
N + i PiB + PJB

(2)

The left-hand side of Equation 2 is the power of the signal ô(t) at B. Based on this
equation, we can distinguish the following cases:
d
c
• PJB
= PAB + PJB
:
This attack annihilates the signal with d(ô(t)) = ∅.
c
n
:
 PAB + PJB
• PJB
This results in noise jamming with d(ô(t)) = ∅.
n
d
c
does not cause a blocked message at
is in the order of PAB and PJB
− PJB
• PJB
B:
This can modify (flip) bits in the message and we get d(ô(t)) 6= ∅ and d(ô(t)) 6=
SA . If this happens in the packet preamble we get d(ô(t)) = ∅.
c
d
n
• PJB
and PJB
do not modify the demodulation result and PJB
does not block the
reception at B:
In this case, we get d(ô(t)) = d(ŝ(t)) = SA , possibly under an amplified (with
c
d
c
d
PJB
> PJB
) or attenuated (with PJB
< PJB
) signal.
c
d
n
• PJB − PJB  PAB and PJB does not cause a blocked message at B:
In this case, B will demodulate d(ô(t)) = d(ĵ(t)) = SJ , hence the attacker’s
message is overshadowing the message from A.

B

Simulation setup

Figure 7 shows the simulation setup used for the Matlab simulations. The modulated
data symbols are passed through a matched filter g(t) (root raised cosine) and upconverted to the carrier frequency (2.4 GHz band) (φ(t)). The channel is simulated by
adding Gaussian noise (AWGN). After sampling with rate kTs , a Maximum Likelihood
(ML) decoder outputs the decoded symbols.

SA

symbol
mapper

s(t)

g(t)
φ(t)

ŝ(t)

AWGN(t)

d

g−1 (t)
φ−1 (t)

ML
decoder

SB

kTs

Fig. 7. Simulation setup used for the Matlab simulations.

C

Experimental setup

Figure 8 shows the setup we used for our practical experiments. Symbols are generated
by a QPSK modulator and form the input to a USRP that transmits them over the air.
We capture the original or manipulated transmissions using an oscilloscope. We then
demodulate and analyze the data.

Matlab
Matlab

QPSK Demodulator

QPSK Modulator

(b)

flipping
signal

(a)

Antennas
USRP
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Fig. 8. Experimental setup. (a) For simulated symbol flipping of recorded signals, we add the
flipping signals to the captured signals in Matlab. (b) For the experiments on signal attenuation,
two antennas capture and repeat the signals.

